Physics 1C
Lecture 30A

The Nucleus
All nuclei are composed of protons and neutrons
(they can also be called nucleons).
The atomic number, Z, is the number of protons
in the nucleus.
The neutron number, N, is the number of
neutrons in the nucleus.
The mass number, A, is the number of nucleons in
the nucleus (A = N + Z).
In symbol form, it is:

A
Z

X

where X is the chemical symbol of the element.

The Nucleus
Isotopes of an element have the same Z but
differing N (and thus A) values.
For example,
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both have 92 protons, but U-235 has 143
neutrons while U-238 has 146 neutrons.
Nucleons and electrons are very, very light.
For this reason, it is convenient to define a new
unit of mass known as the unified mass unit, u.
Where: 1 u = 1.660559x10-27 kg (exactly 1/12
of the mass of one atom of the isotope C-12)

The Nucleus

Einstein’s mass-energy equivalence tells us that
all mass has an energy equivalence. This is known
as the rest energy.
This means mass can be converted to some
form(s) of useable energy.
2
The equation is given by:

ER = mc

From here we get that the energy equivalent of
1u of mass is:
This gives us the relationship between mass and
energy to also be:

The Nucleus

This table gives the following masses for the
selected particles:

Note that the neutron is slightly heavier than the proton.
Note: 2x938.28 + 2x939.57 = 3755.7 > 3728.40

Size of the Nucleus
Rutherford determined an approximate size of
the nucleus with his thin-foil experiments.
He assumed that the initial kinetic energy of the
positively charged alpha particle (+2e) would be
converted into final electrical potential energy:
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From here he could find
an upper limit for the
size of the nucleus.

Size of the Nucleus
He found that the radius of the nucleus could be no
larger than about 3.2x10-14m (golden-foil experiments).
Since Rutherford’s experiment, many experiments have
been performed to measure the exact size and shape of
the nucleus.

It has been determined that
most nuclei are spherical and
that all nuclei have nearly the
same density.
The radius of a nucleus is
1
given by:

r = ro A
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where ro = 1.2x10-15m = 1.2fm.

Nuclear Stability
But a problem arose, if the nucleus is a tightly
packed sphere of protons and neutrons, why doesn’t
the Coulomb force tear it apart?
There must be another force (a stronger force)
holding the nucleus together.
We call this force the strong nuclear force.
The strong nuclear force is always attractive
between nucleons and is stronger than the Coulomb
force (within the nucleus).
The strong nuclear force is short-ranged as we
don’t observe it for distances greater than about
2fm. (fm = femtometer = 1e-15 meter)

Nuclear Stability

It was observed that light
nuclei (A < 30) are stable
when N = Z.
But as the nuclei got
heavier (A > 60), nuclear
stability occurred when
N > Z.
As the number of protons
increases, the Coulomb force
increases and so more
nucleons are needed to keep
the nucleus stable.
There are ≈260 stable
nuclei.

Nuclear Stability

The mass of a nucleus is always smaller than the
sum of the masses of its nucleons.
The binding energy is the total rest energy of the
bound system (the nucleus) minus the combined rest
energy of the separated nucleons.
The binding
energy can be
thought of as
the energy
needed to break
a nucleus into
its constituent
nucleons.

Nuclear Stability
Example
What is the binding energy (in MeV) of the
Helium-4 nucleus? The atomic mass of
Helium is 4.002602u.

Answer
We need to calculate the total rest energy of
the Helium nucleus and the total rest energy of
the separated nucleons.
We need to turn to: ER = mc2

Nuclear Stability
Answer
For the Helium nucleus we find:

E R = m Hec = ( 4.002602 u)c
2

2 931.494
E R = ( 4.002602 u)c
1u

MeV

c2

2

= 3,728.4 MeV

For the separated protons and neutrons:

E R = 2m p c + 2mn c
2

2

E R = 2(938.28 MeV c 2 )c 2 + 2(939.57 MeV c 2 )c 2 = 3,755.7 MeV

Calculate the difference:

E b = E He ! E sep = 3,728.4 MeV ! 3,755.7 MeV = !27.3 MeV
Eb

!27.3 MeV = !6.825
=
nucleon
4

MeV

A

Nuclear Stability

The binding energy per nucleon (E/A) has been rigorously
calculated (in MeV) for every stable nucleus.

The results
have been
plotted on a
curve:
Note that the
middle of the
curve is the most
stable.
Most nuclei
have ~8MeV/A.

Concept Question
Which, if any, of the following statements
concerning the strong nuclear force are correct?
A) The strong nuclear force is a very short-range
force.
B) The strong nuclear force is attractive.
C) The strong nuclear force acts on both protons
and neutrons.
D) All of the above statements are correct.
E) None of the above statements are correct.

Radioactivity

Radioactivity is the spontaneous emission of
radiation
Radioactivity is the result of unstable nuclei
decay.
There are three type of radiation that can be
emitted: alpha particles, beta particles, and gamma
particles.
Alpha particles are just 4He nuclei without the 2
electrons, so they are positively charged (+2e).
Alpha particles are massive and charged, so they
do not penetrate most materials.
They can barely penetrate a piece of paper.

Radioactivity

Beta particles are electrons, e–; but they may be
either negatively (–e) or positively charged (+e).
A positively charged antiparticle of the electron is
referred to as a positron, e+.
Beta particles are
charged but not so
massive, so they can only
penetrate certain
materials.
They can only penetrate
lightly into metals (e.g. a
few millimeters of
aluminium).

Radioactivity

Gamma particles are high energy photons.
Gamma particles are not charged and have no
mass, so they can penetrate deeply in most
materials.
They can
penetrate
several cm into
lead.
The three
different
particles can
be separated
in a B-field.

Radioactivity

The number of particles that decay (ΔN) in a given
time (ΔT) is proportional to the total number of
particles (N) in a radioactive sample.

!N = " #N (!t )

λ is called the decay constant and determines the
rate at which the radioactive material will decay.
The activity, or decay rate, R, of a sample is
defined as the number of decays per second:

The units of activity are the curie
(1 Ci = 3.7x1010 decays/s) or the becquerel
(1 Bq = 1 decay/s)

Radioactivity
The decay curve follows
the equation:

N = N oe
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It also follows that decay
rates will decrease
exponentially with time:

N = N oe! "t

Radioactivity

We measure the rate at which nuclei decay
radioactively in the units of half-life, T1/2.
The half-life for
an object is the
time that it takes
for half of an
original object to
decay.
Radium, for
example, has a halflife of 1620 years.

Radioactivity

For some nuclei, half-lives are very short (much
less than 1 second), while others are very long
lived.
Uranium-238, for example, has a half-life of 4.5
billion years. This is why we still have Uranium left
on Earth.
As the nucleus decays, it will emit particles and
turn into another element (which may or may not
be stable). This is known as transmutation.
Transmutation can occur naturally or artificially.
Nuclei are spontaneously transmutating in order
to make themselves more stable.

Carbon Dating
Radioactive decays can help determine the age of
once living objects.
Carbon-14 decays with a half-life of 5,730 years.
Cosmic rays from the Sun strike the upper
atmosphere creating Carbon-14, keeping the amount
of Carbon-14 constant in our atmosphere.
All living things will breathe in air with Carbon-14
in it.
Thus, living things will have a constant amount of
Carbon-14 inside of them.

Carbon Dating

When living things die, they will stop breathing in
Carbon-14.
So, the amount of Carbon-14 slowly dies off as it
decays.
If we then find a once living thing and measure
how much Carbon-14 is left we can date when it
died.

Radioactive Decay
Example
The isotope 137Cs is a standard laboratory source
of gamma rays. The half-life of 137Cs is 30 years.
(a) How many 137Cs atoms are in a 5.0μCurie
source?
(b) What is the activity of the source 10 years
later?

Answer
Recall that the number of atoms for
exponentially.

137Cs

will decay

Answer

Radioactive Decay

Start by getting everything in
the proper SI units:

Next, turn to the half-life
formula to find the decay
constant:

Answer

Radioactive Decay

Finally, turn to the activity equation to solve for the
number of atoms remaining:

Radioactive Decay

Answer
Now for part (b) we should again convert everything in
SI units:

We should then look at how the activity will decrease over
time:

For Next Time (FNT)

Finish reading Chapter 30
Start homework for Chapter 30

